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introduction
The City of Ottawa is located in the Mixedwood Plains
Ecozone of southern and eastern Ontario, near the boundary
of northern Ontario’s Canadian Shield Region. The area is rich
in natural and man-made green spaces and is home to a vast
array of species. Many of these species have been identified
as Species at Risk (SAR) for reasons such as overexploitation,
pollution, introduction of invasive species, climate change and/
or habitat loss. Within Canada over 500 species are listed
as extirpated, endangered, threatened or of special concern
and the number continues to grow. Species at Risk include a
variety of birds, mammals, fish, reptiles, amphibians, insects
and plant life.
The federal Species at Risk Act (SARA) and Ontario’s
Endangered Species Act, 2007 (ESA) demonstrate Canada’s
and Ontario’s commitment to protect species at risk and their
critical habitats and to take additional steps where necessary
to recover the species. Each statute listed the species as
Extirpated, Endangered, Threatened or Special Concern.
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To increase knowledge and raise awareness about the
SAR known, unconfirmed or suspected to be living within
the City’s boundaries and to provide a general reference
to everyone interested, the Ottawa Stewardship Council
(OSC) has created this illustrated Species at Risk Handbook.
The Handbook provides a photo (usually donated by local
residents) and a description of each species and its habitat
for a selection of SAR in the City of Ottawa as currently listed
under federal Species at Risk Act (SARA) and/or the Ontario
Endangered Species Act (ESA), 2007.

Every form of life is unique, warranting respect regardless
of its worth to man, and, to accord other organisms such
recognition; man must be guided by a moral code of
action. United Nations’
– World Charter for Nature (1982, p.1)

Ontario’s Provincial Policy Statement (2014) and the City of
Ottawa’s Official Plan (Section 4.7.4) prohibit development or
site alteration within the habitat for endangered or threatened
species and require an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) to demonstrate that no negative impacts will occur
for development or site alteration adjacent to such habitat.
Species of Special Concern (SC) (which is the lowest risk
category) may be protected under various existing laws
(e.g., Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, Migratory Birds
Convention Act, Fisheries Act).
Dominique Chalifoux
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What you can do to help
Species at Risk (SAR):
You play an important role in the protection and recovery of
SAR. Whether you own property on the water or grassy fields
and hedgerows, grow crops or raise livestock, take walks
through an urban woodlot, or cultivate a garden in the city,
here are some things you can do:
• Learn more about SAR and report any sightings to the
Ministry of Natural Resources’ Kemptville District Office
(Kemptville.Inforequest@ontario.ca and/or sar.kemptville@
ontario.ca) and Natural Heritage Information Center: http://
nhic.mnr.gov.on.ca/MNR/nhic/species/species_report.cfm).
• In Ottawa, Nature Canada’s NatureHood program focuses
on one of the region’s most important wildlife habitats, the
Lac Deschênes-Ottawa River Important Bird Area (IBA),
which spans almost 300 km2 along the shores of the
Ottawa River from downtown Ottawa to Fitzroy Harbour in
the west. The IBA is a great place to get to know the local
wildlife – including species at risk and their habitats – all year
long. For more information visit www.lacdeschenes.ca
• Do not collect or relocate them.
• Be respectful, and observe from a distance.
• Report any illegal activity to the MNR: 1-877-TIPS-MNR
(847-7667).
• Engage in active stewardship of SAR habitat on private
property. Landowners may qualify for provincial tax
incentive programs or funding for projects that benefit
specific species (Contact the MNR for more information:
1-800-667-1940).
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• Volunteer with your local area stewardship councils,
provincial parks, nature clubs, etc;

•
•
•
•

•

• For example, Bird Studies Canada is working
to advance the understanding, appreciation and
conservation of wild birds and their habitats.
For more information on how you can help,
visit: www.birdscanada.org.
• Ottawa Bird Count is a volunteer based, scientifically
Rigorous Survey of Birds in a Expanding City , see
www.ottawabirds.ca for more information
Start and/or participate in a community or school program.
Protect our green spaces and choose native species when
you plant trees and gardens.
Properly dispose of waste and garbage.
Invasive plants can pose a threat to some SAR and other
native plants. When planting on your property, be sure to
check with your local garden centre or native plant nurseries
for a list of native species.
The Ottawa area has many local groups that you can join or
volunteer with, to support SAR habitat conservation. A list
of just a few of them is provided below.
• The Ottawa Field-Naturalists’ Club.
• The McNamara Field Naturalists’ Club.
• The Ottawa Riverkeeper.
• The Ottawa Stewardship Council.
• The RVCA’s City Stream Watch program.
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Acronyms:
• COSEWIC: Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada
• COSSARO: Committee on the Status of Species at
Risk in Ontario
• ESA: Endangered Species Act (Ontario)
• OMNR: Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
• OMOE: Ontario Ministry of Environment
• SARA: Species at Risk Act (Federal)

Dominique Chalifoux

Definitions:
SPECIES AT RISK or SAR - any plant or animal listed as
endangered, threatened or of special concern, which is
vulnerable to extinction or extirpation
EXTINCTION (OMNR) - no longer lives anywhere in the
world (e.g. Passenger Pigeon)
EXTIRPATED (OMNR) - lives somewhere in the world, and
at one time lived in the wild in Ontario, but no longer lives in
the wild in Ontario (e.g., Eastern Tiger Salamander)
ENDANGERED (OMNR) - lives in the wild in Ontario but is
facing imminent extinction or extirpation (e.g. Butternut tree,
Spotted Turtle)
THREATENED (OMNR) - lives in the wild in Ontario, is not
endangered, but is likely to become endangered if steps are
not taken to address factors threatening it (e.g. Bobolink,
Blanding’s Turtle)
SPECIAL CONCERN (OMNR) - lives in the wild in Ontario,
is not endangered or threatened, but may become
threatened or endangered due to a combination of biological
characteristics and identified threats (e.g. Monarch butterfly,
Peregrine Falcon)
HABITAT- areas where plants, animals, and other organisms
live, and find adequate amounts of food, water, shelter, and
space needed to sustain their populations
• Specific wildlife habitats of concern may include areas
where species concentrate at a vulnerable point in their
annual or life cycle, and areas which are important to
migratory or non -migratory species
OTTAWA STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL- a volunteer,
community-based Stewardship Council that works on
environmental enhancement/stewardship projects
6
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BALD EAGLE 

Species

Phil geddis

Common Name: Bald Eagle
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Haliaeetus leucocephalus

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• The Bald Eagle is a very large bird of prey with a wingspan of just over two meters.
• Adult Bald Eagles are easy to identify, with a bright white head, neck and tail, and a dark
brown body.
• Their eyes are pale yellow, and their beak, feet and legs are bright yellow.
• Young eagles are mostly brown, with patchy white spots. Their eyes and beak are dark
brown. Bald Eagles take about five years to develop adult coloration.
Habitat:
• Nests in a variety of forests and habitats, preferably near a lake or river for hunting.
Typically nest in large trees (e.g., mature pine or poplar).
• During the winter, Bald Eagles sometimes congregate near areas of open water, or in
places where large numbers of carcasses might be found.
What you can do:
• Do not disturb eagles when they are feeding or nesting.
• Do not disrupt their habitat.

!

Special concern

Karen Anderson
Karen Anderson

Kemptville MNR poster
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Bank swallow 

John A. Crosby ©CMN

Common Name: Bank Swallow
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Chlidonias niger

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Approximately 12 cm long and weighs 10 to 18 grams (our smallest swallow).
• Males and females are similar in colour and size.
• Brown with a white front, except for the brown band running across the chest.
• Long wings, which reach down to the tip of the tail (when folded).
• Their feet and legs are gray and their bills are black, short and curved.
• Variety of calls including a “tchirrt tchirrit” accompanied with a long twittering.
• Eat a variety of flying insects, with their main food source consisting of dragonflies, flies,
mayflies and beetles.
• In flight the swallow moves quickly, with erratic wing beats and constant vocalizations.
Habitat:
• Nest colonially in burrows in naturally or artificially exposed vertical faces of silt and sand
deposits (e.g., riverbanks, bluffs, sand or gravel pits).
• Fledglings move with their parents to communal roosts, usually on telephone and hydro
lines, which may be quite far from their nesting site.

!

threatened

John A. Crosby ©CMN

• Colonies may consist of several to a few thousand pairs.
• In the winter they migrate south, usually to South America.
What you can do:
• Be mindful of possible locations of their nests and do not disturb them.
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Barn swallow 

Species

Nicholas Bertrand

Common Name: Barn Swallow
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Hirundo rustica

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Medium-sized songbird that is about 15-18 cm long.
• Males have a glossy dark blue back and upper wings, a rusty-red forehead and throat
and a tawny belly. They have long tail feathers that form a distinctive, deep fork and a line
of white spots across the outer end of the upper tail.
• The female’s tail feathers are slightly shorter and her underside is a paler buff colour.
• Young swallows look similar to the adult female, but have much shorter tail feathers and
yellow lower bills.
Habitat:
• Nests in barns, under bridges and in culverts.
• Forages widely in adjacent open areas and over water.
• Builds cup-shaped mud nests.
What you can do:
• If you have a barn on your property, leave a way for Barn Swallows to enter the building.
• You can also provide a source of mud nearby for nest-building.

Amy MacPherson

Kemptville MNR poster

!

threatened

Amy Macpherson
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Black tern 

Species

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Common Name: Black Tern
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Chlidonias niger

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Small, graceful water bird approximately 20-26 cm long (slightly smaller than a Robin).
• Black head and under parts during the breeding season.
• Forked tail and long, narrow grey wings.
• Straight, pointed bill.
Habitat:
• Builds floating nests in shallow marshes, especially in cattails.
Usually nests in groups (colonies) and forages as part of a flock.
• Migrates to the coast of northern South America in the winter.
What you can do:
• Conserve wetland habitat.
• Avoid disturbing nesting colonies.
• When boating or using powered watercraft, treat nesting colonies as “no-wake” zones to
avoid swamping the floating nests.

!

Special concern

Kemptville MNR poster
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Bobolink 

Species

Martin Lipman ©cmn

Common Name: Bobolink
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Dolichonyx oryzivorus

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Medium-sized songbird that may reach 20 cm in length.
• In the spring and summer, male Bobolinks are black with a white back and yellow head.
By late summer, males lose their conspicuous breeding colours, changing to resemble
the female’s tan with black stripes.
• Bubbling, musical song.
Habitat:
• Bobolinks usually nest on the ground in dense, tall grasses.
• They prefer native prairies, savannahs, hayfields, and grasslands but may also be found in
weedy meadows or overgrown fields.

!

threatened

Martin Lipman ©cmn

What you can do:
• Do not disturb or harass them and do not mow/disturb fields during nesting season (early
May-end of July).

Amy MacPherson

Kemptville MNR poster
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canada warbler 

Martin Lipman ©cmn

Common Name: Canada Warbler
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Cardellina canadensis

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Small songbird about 12-15 cm long.
• Blue-grey upper body with yellow on the throat, chest and belly. Black forehead and
“sideburns” joining into a necklace across the chest.
• Males are more brightly coloured than females.
• Males sing a distinctive song of clear, liquid notes ending emphatically.
Habitat:
• Breeds in deciduous and coniferous forests.
• Prefers wet forests with a dense shrub layer.
• Nests are built on or near the ground.

!

threatened

What you can do:
• Conserve forests and surrounding natural vegetation on your property.

Kemptville MNR poster
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cerulean warbler 

Species

Kemptville MNR poster

Common Name: Cerulean Warbler
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Setophaga cerulea

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Small songbird that is approximately 10-12 cm long.
• Males are blue above, with black markings on their wings and back, and white
underneath with a dark band across their throat and blue striping along their sides.
• Females are greenish-blue above and white underneath.
• Males and females both have two broad white wing bars and white tail spots.
Habitat:
• Prefers large, mature, deciduous forests with open understoreys.
• Overwinters in the Andes Mountains of South America.

!

threatened

JOhn A. Crosby ©CMN

What you can do:
• Conserve large areas of mature deciduous forests, with tall trees for nesting.
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chimney swift 

Species

Swift Care Ontario

Common Name: Chimney Swift
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Chaetura pelagica

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Small, swallow-like bird approximately 12-14 cm long with a “cigar” shaped body and
long, slender curved wings.
• Dull greyish-brown with a pale throat.
• Recognized by its high-pitched twittering and chipping call and erratic flight pattern.
Habitat:
• Nests and roosts in chimneys and other man-made structures (historically, in caves and
tree cavities).
• Tends to stay close to water bodies for foraging.
What you can do:
• Don’t cap or demolish chimneys that could provide habitat.
• Do not alter or disturb nesting sites, such as a cavity tree or chimney, during the breeding
season (have your chimney’s annual maintenance done during the early spring or fall,
when the birds are not using it).
• Join volunteer groups to monitor their locations.
• Review the OSC’s website for the Chimney Swift Monitoring and Outreach Report.

!

Bruce DiLabio

threatened

Bruce DiLabio

Julia Cipriani
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common nighthawk 

Martin Lipman ©cmn

Common Name: Common Nighthawk
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Chordeiles minor

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Medium-sized bird, approximately 25 cm long.
• Large head and eyes with long, narrow, pointed wings and a long tail.
• Dark brown with numerous black, white and buff specks, which let it blend in with its
surroundings while roosting on the ground.
• A broad white stripe can be seen near each wingtip during flight.
• Females have a buff-coloured throat, while males have a white throat.
• Usually seen flying during the evenings or early mornings, swooping overhead to catch
insects.
• Call is a sharp “peent, peent”.

!

threatened

Kemptville MNR poster

Habitat:
• Does not build a nest, just lays eggs on the ground.
• Prefers open areas with little or no ground vegetation, such as rocky outcrops, recently
cleared or burned-over woodlands, forest clearings, peat bogs, or lake shores.
• Can also be found on gravel rooftops, in cultivated fields or orchards, or along gravel
roads and rail corridors.
What you can do:
• Watch out for nests on the ground (or roof).
• Do not disturb them if found.
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eastern meadowlark 

Martin Lipman ©cmn

Common Name: Eastern Meadowlark
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Sturnella magna

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Medium-sized songbird that is approximately 22-28 cm in length.
• Bright yellow on the throat and belly with a black “V” on its chest.
• The flanks are white and the backs are brown with black streaks.
• Their song consists of a series of two to eight clear whistles, often slurred, that descend
in pitch.
Habitat:
• Prefer to nest in moderately tall grasslands (pastures and hayfields) but also found in
alfalfa fields, croplands, roadsides, orchards, airports and overgrown fields.
• Uses small trees, shrubs or fence posts as perches for singing.
• Nests are built on the ground and well-camouflaged with a roof woven from grasses.
What you can do:
• Do not disturb or harass them and do not mow/disturb fields during nesting season (early
May to mid-August).

!

threatened

Kemptville MNR poster
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eastern whip-poor-will 

Species

Nicholas Bertrand ©cmn

Common Name: Eastern Whip-poor-will
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Caprimulgus vociferus/Antrostomus vociferus

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Approximately 22-26 cm long.
• Large, broad head with big black eyes.
• Blotchy brown and grey all over.
• As a nocturnal species, it is more commonly heard than seen.
• They are most vocal during bright, moonlit nights, repeatedly calling their name,
“Whip-poor-will”.

!

Habitat:
• Prefers a mixture of forests and open land (savannahs, open woodlands, or mature
forests of any type with open areas).
• Roosts in the forest during the day and forages in open areas at night.
• Lays its eggs on the ground in the forest.

threatened

Martin Lipman ©cmn

What you can do:
• Watch out for nests on the ground.
• Do not disturb them if found.

Nicholas Bertrand

Kemptville MNR poster

Nicholas Bertrand
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eastern wood-pewee 

Species

Martin Lipman ©cmn

Common Name: Eastern Wood-Pewee
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Contopus virens

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Small, inconspicuous songbird approximately 15 cm long.
• Olive-grey overall with whitish throat and belly and the head is slightly crested.
• Dark wings with two thin white bars (young birds have buff wingbars).
• Bill is black on top and yellow underneath; feet and legs are black.
• Males and females are similar in colour and size.
• Sing regularly throughout the day and sometimes at night. Song is composed of three
slurred notes and is usually recorded as “pee-ah-wee”.
• They are flycatchers, flitting out repeatedly from perches to catch and eat flies, beetles,
bees, ants and other flying insects.
Habitat:
• Live and forage in the mid-canopy layer of deciduous or mixed forests, and are usually
found around clearings and edges.
• Preferred hunting perches are usually dead branches in the mid-canopy.
• Typically nest in forest edges (near clearings, roadways, etc.) on horizontal tree branches,
usually in deciduous trees. Nests are placed far from the trunk and approximately 5 to 20
meters from the ground.

!

Special concern

What you can do:
• Join the Ottawa Bird Count so you can learn to identify their easily recognizable song and
help monitor bird populations in the city (www.ottawabirds.ca).
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golden-winged warbler 

Species

John A. Crosby ©CMN

Common Name: Golden-winged Warbler
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Vermivora chrysoptera

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Small songbird that is approximately 11 cm long.
• Grey above with white undersides, bright yellow wing patches and forehead.
• Males have a black throat and black eye mask; females have the same markings in grey.
Habitat:
• Prefers to nest in shrubby areas surrounded by mature forests (e.g., forest edges, or
recently disturbed or logged areas).
• Nests are often built on the ground.

!

threatened

Kemptville MNR poster

What you can do:
• Do not disturb nests.
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Henslow’s sparrow 

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Common Name: Henslow’s Sparrow
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Ammodramus henslowii

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• Small, inconspicuous songbird, approximately 11-13 cm long.
• Chestnut brown wings, olive-green head and neck, and brown back, with black streaks
over much of its body.
• They are most often heard rather than seen and make an insect-like “tsi-lik” sound.
Habitat:
• Found in open fields with tall grass and scattered shrubs (e.g., prairies, abandoned farm
fields, wet meadows).
• Prefers tall, dense grasses to cover its ground nest.
What you can do:
• Help maintain grasslands to provide a healthy habitat.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster
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least bittern 

Species

Simon Pelletier

Common Name: Least Bittern
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Ixobrychus exilis

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Very small heron approximately 30 cm in length.
• Mainly warm brown and beige, with dark chestnut patches on the wings, a tan and white
streaked throat and a white belly.
• Yellow beak, legs and feet.
• Males have a black crown and back.
• Makes a chuckling “coo-coo-coo” noise.

!

threatened

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Habitat:
• Prefers cattail marshes with a mixture of open pools and channels, but can sometimes be
found in other wetland habitats.
• Nests above the water in thick vegetation.
What you can do:
• Conserve wetland habitat.
• Help control non-native wetland plants.
• Do not disturb areas where least bitterns may live, especially in May to mid-July (they are
very shy and nesting could be disrupted).
• Participate in one of Bird Studies Canada’s Marsh Monitoring Programs
(volunteer@birdscanada.org, www.birdscanada.org).

Kemptville MNR poster
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peregrine falcon 

Kemptville MNR poster

Common Name: Peregrine Falcon
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Falco peregrinus (Subspecies: anatum)

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Large falcon, approximately 36-49 cm long (crow-sized) with long pointed wings that can
span a metre or more.
• Females are larger than males.
• Adults have a dark head and blue-grey back, with a cream-coloured chest covered in
small dark bars.
• Juveniles are brownish-grey above, without the dark head, and their underparts are
heavily streaked rather than barred.
• Adults and juveniles both have a prominent dark “moustache”.
• Bright yellow legs and feet, with sharp talons.

!

Habitat:
• Nests on cliffs near large bodies of water. In urban areas, uses tall buildings or other
structures instead of cliffs.
What you can do:
• Join a volunteer watch group or report any sightings to help keep track of their locations.
• Avoid using pesticides to control pigeons, as pesticides may harm nearby Peregrine
Falcons.

Special concern

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Chris Traynor
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short-eared owl 

Kemptville MNR poster

Common Name: Short-eared Owl
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Asio flammeus

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Medium-sized owl approximately 34-42 cm long, with long wings and a short tail.
• Large round head, with small tufts of feathers that resemble ears.
• Adults have a mottled brown back and pale chest with brown streaks. Females are
slightly larger than males and tend to be darker.
• Most often seen at dusk or dawn, flying in an irregular pattern over open grasslands or
marshes with deep wing beats, hovering and skimming the ground.
Habitat:
• Found in open areas such as marshes and grasslands.
• Nests on the ground.
What you can do:
• Conserve open habitats.
• Do not disturb the birds, especially while feeding or nesting.

!

Special concern

Martin Lipman ©CMN
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wood thrush 

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Common Name: Wood Thrush
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Hylocichla mustelina

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Medium sized songbird, approximately 20 cm long.
• Rich rusty-brown colour on the head fades to brown on the back, wings and tail.
• Underside white with numerous large dark spots on the breast and sides. Bright white eye-ring.
• Feet and legs are pink or greyish-pink.
• Adults and young look similar, although the young have streaks and spots on their back,
neck and wings.
• Song consists of a varied series of clear flute-like phrases, “ee oh lee ee oh lay”.
• Feeds on insects and other invertebrates foraged on the ground or in trees and some fruits.
• Males usually feed young while females start a second nest, allowing pairs to raise more
than one brood per year.

!

Special concern

Martin Lipman ©CMN

Habitat:
• Live in mature deciduous and mixed forests, preferring moist stands of trees that have both welldeveloped undergrowth and tall trees with perches for singing.
• Usually found in large forests, although they will use smaller ones as well. Smaller forest
patches present a greater risk of predation or nest parasitism by brown-headed cowbirds.
• In the winter they fly south to Mexico or Central America.
What you can do:
• Conserve areas of mature forest habitat, especially large unfragmented areas.
• Join the Ottawa Bird Count so you can learn to identify their easily recognizable song and
help monitor bird populations in the city (www.ottawabirds.ca).
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Common Name: Yellow Rail
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Coturnicops noveboracensis

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Small marsh bird that is approximately 13-18 cm long.
• Short yellow or blackish bill and short tail.
• Buff-yellow chest and face, with a dark crown and dark stripes through its eyes. Bold
dark streaks on its yellowish back and white wing patches distinguish it from other rails.
• In the breeding season, the males make characteristic clicking sounds at night, that
sound like two rocks tapping together.
Habitat:
• Large, shallow wetlands, usually marshes with abundant reeds and sedges.
• Nests on the ground, using existing mats of dried vegetation as cover.
What you can do:
• Conserve shallow marsh habitat.
• Help control non-native wetland plants.
• Participate in one of Bird Studies Canada’s Marsh Monitoring Programs (volunteer@
birdscanada.org, www.birdscanada.org).

!

Special concern

Martin Lipman ©CMN
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Common Name: American Eel
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Anguilla rostrata

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Adult females may reach over a meter in length while males reach less than 40
centimeters.
• Long, snake-like body and fins that extend along its back, around the tail and along its
underside.
• Thick lips with a lower jaw that is slightly longer than its upper jaw, making it look like it
has an under bite.
• Juveniles are yellowish-green or brown.
• Adults are grey with a white or cream belly.
Habitat:
• Can be found in both salt and fresh water.
• Some scientists consider the American Eel to have the broadest diversity of habitats of
any fish species in the world.

!

endangered

Sally Gan©cmn

What you can do:
• Keep lakes and rivers clean.
• Volunteer with a local nature club or provincial park to participate in surveys or
stewardship work focused on species at risk.
• Release unharmed if caught while fishing, and report sighting to MNR
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Common Name: Channel Darter
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Percina copelandi

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Small member of the perch family.
• Typically grows between 3-7 cm in length.
• Light sand or olive colour body, with brown markings on its back with dark cross- shaped
markings or oblong blotches on its sides and a whitish belly.
• Fins are usually clear, but can also be lightly speckled.
• It looks similar to other darter species, (e.g. Johnny Darter), experts can tell these two fish
species apart by looking at the small spines on the anal fin near the tail.

!

threatened

Habitat:
• Lives in clean streams and lakes with sandy or gravel bottoms.
• During the breeding season in late spring, it prefers riffle areas with fairly fast moving
water but spends the winter in deeper, calmer water.
• It eats mostly aquatic insect larvae from the bottom of the stream.
What you can do:
• The main threat is poor habitat quality, so you can help by aiding in maintaining a healthy
vegetation buffer between the shore and the creeks, rivers and lakes.
• Don’t use pesticides near watercourses.

John L. Tottenham ©CMN
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Common Name: Lake Sturgeon
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Acipenser fulvescens

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Canada’s largest freshwater fish, weighing up to 180 kg (approximately 400 lbs) and
reaching over two meters long.
• Extended snout with four whisker-like organs hanging near the mouth.
• The body is covered with large bony plates.
• Dark to light brown or grey colour on its back and sides, with a lighter belly.
• Has a skeleton made up of cartilage instead of bones.
• Have ancestral ties to related species dating back 200 million years. It can live more than
100 years.

!

threatened

John L. Tottenham ©CMN

Habitat:
• Lives almost exclusively in freshwater lakes and rivers with soft bottoms of mud, sand or
gravel.
• Found at depths of five to 20 meters.
• Spawn in relatively shallow, fast-flowing water (usually below waterfalls, rapids, or dams)
with gravel and boulders at the bottom, in deeper water where habitat is available and/or
in open shoals in large rivers with strong currents.
What you can do:
• Keep lakes and rivers clean.
• Read the MNR Report A synoptic review of the history and our knowledge of lake
sturgeon on the Ottawa River which is available on the Ottawa Riverkeeper web site
http://ottawariverkeeper.ca/river/sturgeon_species_at_risk/
• Contact your local Ministry of Natural Resources office to find out how you can become
involved in hands-on fish and wildlife management activities.
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Common Name: Northern Brook Lamprey
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Ichthyomyzon fossor

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Small fish with an eel-like appearance that can grow up to 16 cm long.
• Features of a lamprey include a round, jawless mouth with teeth in a circle, seven gill
openings and no pectoral or pelvic fins.
• Adults are dark greyish-brown on the back and sides, with pale grey or silvery white on
the belly.
• They have two stages of development – larval and adult.
• It is very difficult to distinguish this species from the other native lamprey. Biologists rely
on its small size, continuous dorsal fin, and the teeth.
Habitat:
• Prefers clear/cool water streams. The larval stage requires soft substrates such as silt
and sand for burrowing which are often found in the slow-moving portions of a stream.
• Adults are found in areas associated with spawning, including fast flowing riffles
comprised of rock or gravel.
• Spawning occurs in May and June.
• Requires silt or sand water bottoms during the larval stage.
• Prefers riffles with rock or gravel during adulthood.

!

Special concern

susan laurie bourque ©CMN

What you can do:
• Maintain a healthy vegetation buffer between the shore and the creeks, rivers and lakes,
by planting trees and shrubs and allowing grasses to grow to prevent soil erosion and
filter stormwater and pollutants.
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Common Name: River Redhorse
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Moxostoma carinatum

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: None
!

Description:
• Can grow up to 80 centimeters and weigh more than 5.5 kg (12 lbs).Large, thick-bodied
sucker with a large, flat-topped head, a prominent snout and a red-tinted tail fin.
• The belly is white, the back is brown or olive green and has brassy, yellowish-green or
coppery sides

special concern

Habitat:
• Lives in medium to large rivers with a strong flow.
• In May and June, adults migrate from deeper, slower moving pools and run habitats to
shallow riffle-run habitats having coarse substrate and moderate to swift flow.
• Requires clear and unpolluted water and is therefore susceptible to siltation and turbidity
that can result from farming and urban development.
What you can do:
• Support the development of passageways for migrating fish at dams and other man made
obstructions.

Charles Douglas ©CMN
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Paul Geraghty ©CMN

Common Name: Eastern Small-Footed Bat
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Myotis leibii

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Approximately 7-8 cm long and weighs from 3-8 grams, about as much as a Canadian nickel.
• Wingspan approximately 21 to 25 cm.
• Glossy yellowish brown to grey or even coppery brown fur.
• Underside is whitish or a pale yellow-brown colour.
• From one ear to the other there is a dark brown or black “Mask” and the wings and ears are black.
• They have small-feet and that are about 6-8 mm in length.
• The males and females look similar in size and colour.
• They live to about 6 up to 12 years old in the wild.
• They mostly eat small flying insects.
• The have one young for each females from June to July in small nursery colonies.

!

endangered

Lesley hale

Habitat:
• They prefer hilly regions with deciduous and/or evergreen forests, sometimes they will be found in open farmland and
grassy areas.
• During the spring and summer they are known to change their roosting location every day and they consist of rock
outcrops and ledges, under bridges, sometimes in or under the eaves of buildings, caves, mines and/or hollow trees.
• They hibernate in winter either alone in cracks and crevices or in a group in caves and mines, which are usually in drier
and colder conditions when compared to other bat species.
• The nursery colonies can occur in bank crevices, under bridges or shingles on buildings.
What you can do:
• Consider installing a bat box on your property to provide roosting habitat for bats. For more information on
building and installing a bat box, check out the Ottawa Stewardships Website for information on Bat Boxes from
the Toronto Zoo Bat Box Program, Canadian Wildlife Federation and Bat Conservation International http://www.
ottawastewardship.org/landowner-resources/
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Paul Geraghty ©CMN

Common Name: Little Brown Bat (Myotis)
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Myotis lucifugus

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Approximately 4-5 cm long and from 4 to 11 grams in weight.
• Wingspan approximately 22 to 27 cm.
• Brown in colour.
• Look similar to many other bats, especially northern long-eared bats (which are also endangered).
• Scientists distinguish between them using their calls, or by the fleshy projection that covers the entrance to the ear,
which in little brown bats is long and thin, but rounded at the tip.
• Eat insects and feed at night, usually most active in the two to three hours after sunset.
• Females usually gives birth to only one young, which is able to fly and obtain its own food when just three weeks old.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster

Habitat:
• During the day they roost in trees and buildings.
• They often select attics, abandoned buildings and barns for summer colonies where they can raise their young.
• They can squeeze through very tiny spaces and this is how they access many roosting areas.
• Little brown bats hibernate from October or November to March or April, most often in caves or abandoned mines
that are humid and remain above freezing.
What you can do:
• Stay out of caves and abandoned mines where bats may live, so you don’t disturb them or contribute to the spread
of white nose syndrome, a potentially deadly fungal infection believed to have been inadvertently introduced to North
America from Europe. The fungus grows in humid cold environments, including in caves and mines. The syndrome
disrupts the bats’ hibernation cycle, making it harder for them to survive the winter.
Lesley Hale
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Common Name: Northern Myotis/Northern Long-eared Bat
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Myotis septentrionalis

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: None
Description:
• Dull yellow-brown fur with pale grey bellies.
• Typically 8 centimeters long, with a wingspan of about 25 centimeters.
• Usually weigh between 6 and 9 grams.
• They have long (rounded) ears.
• Look similar to other bats, especially little brown bats.
• Scientists distinguish between them using their calls, or by the fleshy projection that covers the entrance to the ear,
which in the northern long-eared bat is long and thin, with a pointed tip.
• Females usually give birth to one young, which is able to fly and obtain its own food when just a month old.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster

Habitat:
• Associated with boreal forests, roosting under loose bark and in the cavities of trees
• Hibernate from October or November until March or April, usually in caves or abandoned mines
What you can do:
• Please report any unusual bat behaviour or deaths to the Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health Centre at
1-866-673-4781 or the Natural Resources Information Centre at 1-800-667-1940.

Lesley Hale
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Nicholas Bertrand

Common Name: Blanding’s Turtle
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Emydoidea blandingii

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Medium-sized turtle easily identified by its bright yellow throat and chin.
• Unlike most Ontario turtles that have wide, flatter shells, the Blanding’s Turtle has a
domed shell that resembles an army helmet.
• Its shell is black to brown with yellow flecks and streaks and can reach 27 centimeters long
• The head and limbs are black-grey and the bottom shell is rich yellow.
Habitat:
• Live in shallow water, usually in large wetlands and shallow lakes with lots of water plants.
• It is not unusual, to find them hundreds of meters from the nearest water body, especially
while they are searching for a mate or traveling to a nesting site, which is usually contains
gravel or cobble.
• Hibernate in the mud at the bottom of permanent water bodies from late October until the
end of April.
What you can do:
• Watch out for turtles crossing roads during the active season (May through October).
• Maintain and protect wetlands.
• Never buy native species of turtles or any turtles that have been caught in the wild.
• If you see native species of turtles for sale in a pet store or food market, please contact
the Ministry of Natural Resources.

!

amy macpherson

threatened

Christine Hanrahan
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Nicholas Bertrand

Common Name: Eastern Musk Turtle (Stinkpot)
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Sternotherus odoratus

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• A small freshwater turtle named for the musky, skunk-like odour it produces when
disturbed.
• Its narrow, highly arched shell, less than 13 centimeters long, easily distinguishes this
species from most other Ontario turtles that have wide, flatter shells.
• The Eastern Musk Turtle has a dull black-brown body except for two distinctive yellow
stripes often found on the side of the head.
Habitat:
• Found in ponds, lakes, marshes and rivers that are generally slow-moving with abundant
emergent vegetation and muddy bottoms that they burrow into for winter hibernation.
• Nesting habitat is variable, but it must be close to the water and exposed to direct
sunlight.
• Nesting females dig shallow excavations in soil, decaying vegetation and rotting wood or
lay eggs in muskrat lodges, on the open ground or in rock crevices.

!

Special concern

What you can do:
• Maintain a buffer of natural shoreline vegetation and do not disturb aquatic vegetation
(Old muskrat lodges, in particular, can be popular Eastern Musk Turtle nesting areas).
• Be careful when boating in areas where Eastern Musk Turtles live, since they often bask
in shallow water and can be easily hit by boats coming in to shore.

Nicholas Bertrand

karen paquette

Nicholas Bertrand
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Common Name: Eastern Ribbonsnake
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Thamnophis sauritus

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• A slender snake with three bright yellow stripes running down its back and sides, contrasting
sharply with its black back.
• White chin, whitish-yellow belly and a distinct white crescent in front of each eye that can be
used to distinguish it from a garter snake.
• Adults grow to about 70 centimeters long, and females are typically larger than males.
• Active during the day and feed primarily on amphibians, particularly frogs.
• Females give birth of between five and 12 live young in late summer.
• Newly born snakes are independent and begin hunting for insects to eat almost immediately.
Habitat:
• Found close to water, especially in marshes, where it hunts for frogs and small fish.
• A good swimmer, it will dive in shallow water especially when fleeing from a potential predator.
• At the onset of cold weather, these snakes congregate in underground burrows or rock
crevices to hibernate together.

!

special concern

What you can do:
• Watch for snakes that may be crossing roads between May and October.
• Road mortality is a serious threat to snakes because they are slow moving, hard to see on the
road and are sometimes intentionally run over
• If it is safe to do so, help snakes across the road in the direction they were headed.

Kemptville MNR poster

Nicholas Bertrand
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Nicholas Bertrand

Common Name: Milksnake
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Lampropeltis triangulum

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Can grow to be one meter or more, although most are smaller.
• Its distinctive dorsal blotches are usually red with black borders.
• The belly has a black and white checkerboard pattern.
• When startled they raise their head and shake their tail, but are not venomous.
• It may also attempt to bite in defence, but only if it is attacked or picked up.
• It captures its prey, usually mice and small ground-nesting birds, with its mouth, and subdues
them by constriction.
• It hunts for prey at night and remains hidden away in the daytime.
• Breeds in the spring.
• Females lay from three to 24 eggs, often in rotting logs, stumps or the burrows of small mammals.
• Eggs hatch in seven to 10 weeks, and the snakes mature in three to four years.

!

special concern

Nicholas Bertrand

Habitat:
• Found in a range of habitats including rocky outcrops, fields and forest edges.
• Hibernates underground, in rotting logs or in the foundations of old buildings.
What you can do:
• Don’t harm, harass or try to capture snakes.
• Watch out for snakes that may be basking on or crossing roads.
• Never buy snakes that have been caught in the wild and never buy a native species of any
kind that’s being sold as a pet.

christine hanrahan

Nicholas Bertrand
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Amy MacPherson

Common Name: Northern Map Turtle
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Graptemys geographica

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Its name is from the lines on the upper shell (carapace) that resemble contour lines on a map.
• The lines on the carapace are shades of yellow, tan, or orange and are surrounded by dark borders and the rest of
the carapace is olive green or greyish brown.
• The lower shell (plastron) is light yellow to cream.
• Yellow spot located behind the eyes, and both the head and legs, have an intricate pattern of bright yellow lines.
• Females can grow to about twice the size of males in length and may exceed 25 centimeters versus an average of
only 14 centimeters for males.
• Females eat molluscs including clams and snails as well as crayfish and some fish.
• Males and young map turtles eat mainly insects and crayfish.
• Female may take more than 10 years to reach maturity.
• They nest from June through July and lay a single clutch of 10 to 17 eggs per year.
• Eggs hatch in the fall and sometimes the hatchlings overwinter in the nest.
Habitat:
• Rivers and lakeshores where it basks on emergent rocks and fallen trees throughout the spring and summer.
• In winter, the turtles hibernate on the bottom of deep, slow-moving sections of river.
• They require high-quality water that supports the female’s mollusc prey.
• Habitat must contain suitable basking sites, such as rocks and deadheads, with an unobstructed view from which a
turtle can drop immediately into the water if startled.
What you can do:
• Protect wetlands and large ponds, streams and rivers that don’t freeze solid in the winter.
• Visit the Ontario Nature Ontario Reptile and Amphibian Atlas (www.ontarionature.org/atlas) or Toronto Zoo Adopta-Pond website (www.torontozoo.com/Adoptapond) to learn more about Ontario’s rare turtles, their habitat and
related conservation initiatives.
• Register with the Herpetofaunal Atlas, a program to improve our knowledge of Ontario’s reptiles and amphibians, to
receive e-mail newsletters, event notifications, and other updates.
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Amy MacPherson

nicholas bertrand
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Common Name: Snapping Turtle
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Chelydra serpentina

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Canada’s largest freshwater turtle, reaching an average length of 20 - 36 centimeters and
a weight of 4.5 - 16.0 kilograms (approximately 10 to 35 lbs).
• Large black, olive or brown shells typically covered in algae.
• Their tails, which can be longer than their bodies, have “dinosaur-like” triangular crests
along their length.
• Hatchlings are about the size of a Loonie and are smaller and darker than adults, with
pronounced ridges along the length of their shell.

!

special concern

Nicholas Bertrand

Habitat:
• Spend most of their lives in water.
• Prefer shallow waters so they can hide under the soft mud and leaf litter with only their
noses exposed to the surface to breathe.
• During the nesting season, from early to mid summer, females travel overland in search of
a suitable nesting site, usually gravelly or sandy areas along streams.
• Snapping Turtles often take advantage of man-made structures for nest sites, including
roads (especially gravel shoulders), dams and aggregate pits.
What you can do:
• Watch out for turtles on the roads, especially between May and October.
• Don’t personally consume the turtles.

Tracy Dannell

Nicholas Bertrand
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Common Name: Spiny Softshell
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Apalone spinifera

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• Medium to large freshwater turtle that is easily recognized by its shell, which is round, rather
flat, leathery and can reach up to 54 centimeters long.
• Distinguished by its snorkel-like snout.
• Spiny Softshell are the only turtles in Ontario with a soft shell.
• The shell is olive or tan in colour with dark blotches and tiny spine projections along the front
edge.
• The body is usually olive, brown or grey in colour.

!

threatened

Habitat:
• Highly aquatic turtles that rarely travel far from water.
• They are found primarily in rivers and lakes but also in creeks and even ditches and ponds near
rivers.
• Key habitat requirements are open sand or gravel nesting areas, shallow muddy or sandy areas
to bury in, deep pools for hibernation, areas for basking, and suitable habitat for crayfish and
other food species.
• Habitat features may be distributed over an extensive area, as long as the intervening habitat
doesn’t prevent the turtles from traveling between them.
What you can do:
• Keep watch for swimming turtles when boating. Because they capture food by hiding in the
mud of shallow waters, they are at risk of colliding with boats coming in to shore. They often
travel across the middle of lakes or bays.

charles douglas ©cmn
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Karen Paquette, South Nation Conservation

Common Name: Spotted Turtle
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Clemmys guttata

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• One of Ontario’s smallest turtles with a shell that is rarely more than 13 centimeters long.
• It is easily recognized by its smooth black shell, which is spattered with bright yelloworange spots.
• The head and limbs are also black with yellow-orange markings.
• These turtles eat aquatic insects, crustaceans and worms.
Habitat:
• Semi-aquatic, preferring ponds, marshes, bogs and even ditches with slow-moving,
unpolluted water and an abundant supply of aquatic vegetation.
• They are found in different types of wetlands throughout the province.
• Females dig their nests in sunny locations where there is not a lot of woody vegetation.
• This species usually hibernates in wetlands or seasonally wet areas associated with
structures including overhanging banks, hummocks, tree roots, or aquatic animal
burrows.
What you can do:
• Don’t disturb nesting sites. They return to use the same nesting and hibernation sites
over several years. These areas can be crucial for survival of the local population.
• If you find a Spotted Turtle or nest on your property, you may be eligible for stewardship
programs that support the protection and recovery of species at risk and their habitats.
• Never buy native species of turtles or any turtles that have been caught in the wild.
• If you see native species of turtles for sale in a pet store or food market, please contact
the Ministry of Natural Resources.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster

charles douglas ©cmn
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Dominique Chalifoux

Common Name: American Ginseng
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Panax quinquefolius

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• A perennial herb that grows up to 60 centimeters tall.
• Individual plants take several years to reach reproductive maturity.
• The root of this plant resembles a gnarly parsnip.
• The single stem ends in a whorl of one to four or occasionally five leaves.
• Each leaf typically has five leaflets radiating from a central point at the end of the leaf stem.
• Mature plants have an erect stem originating from the top of the main stem, at the center of the
whorl of leaves, with a cluster of six to 20 inconspicuous greenish-white flowers.
• The fruit consists of fleshy, bright-red berries in a semi-spherical cluster.
Habitat:
• Typically grows in rich, moist, but well-drained, and relatively mature, deciduous woods
dominated by Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum), White Ash (Fraxinus americana) and American
Basswood (Tilia americana).
• It usually grows in deep, nutrient rich soil over limestone or marble bedrock.
What you can do:
• Report any observations of ginseng to the Ministry of Natural Resources – but keep the location
secret otherwise, to reduce the risk of poaching.
• Report any incidents of poaching to 1-877-TIPS-MNR (847-7667).
• Volunteer with your local nature club or provincial park to participate in surveys or stewardship
work focused on species at risk.

!

Kemptville MNR poster

endangered

Dominique Chalifoux
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Species
Common Name: Butternut
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Juglans cinerea

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• Medium-sized tree that can reach up to 30 meters in height.
• It belongs to the walnut family and produces edible nuts in the fall.
• Bark on a younger tree is grey and smooth, becoming ridged as it ages.
• Easily recognized by its compound leaves, which are made up of 11 to 17 leaflets (each nine to
15 centimeters long) arranged in a feather-like pattern. The terminal leaflet at the end of each
leaf is usually the same size as the other leaflets (in the closely related black walnut, the terminal
leaflet is usually much smaller or even missing entirely).
• The fruit is a large nut that contains a single seed surrounded by a light green, sticky, fuzzy husk.
It resembles a lime or a lemon.
Habitat:
• Very common in Ottawa, and usually grows alone or in small groups in deciduous forests.
• Prefers moist, well-drained soil and is often found along streams.
• It is also found on well-drained gravel sites and rarely on dry rocky soil.
• This species does not do well in the shade, and often grows in sunny openings and near forest edges.
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endangered

Amy MacPherson

Amy MacPherson

Kemptville MNR poster

What you can do:
• Consider removing trees that are shading Butternuts in order to help keep them strong and
encourage seed production.
• The Forest Gene Conservation Association is interested in learning where Butternuts are
surviving the Butternut Canker disease. To report Butternut trees or for help getting trees
assessed for Butternut Canker or finding seed and seedlings, contact the Ontario Woodlot
Association at www.ont-woodlot-assoc.org or visit the Forest Gene Conservation Association
website at www.fgca.net
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Species
Common Name: Eastern Prairie Fringed-Orchid
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Platanthera leucophaea

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• Rare orchid that is native to Ontario.
• The plant has fringed white flowers (up to 3 cm wide), with a characteristic “lip” that serves as
a landing platform for pollinating insects.
• Each flower has a very deep “nectar spur” that contains lots of nectar, which only large insects
such as Hawkmoths with long probosci (mouthparts) can access.
• Flowers open gradually, starting from the bottom of the stalk, and last for about ten days.
• A large plant may have flowers for a total of three weeks.
• If you are watching the same plants from year to year, keep in mind that this orchid may not
flower every year.
• It can lie dormant for several years in between flowering.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster

Habitat:
• Grows in wetlands, fens, swamps and tallgrass prairie.
• It has been found in ditches and railroad rights of ways.
What you can do:
• Habitat destruction is one of the leading threats to this orchid.
• Conserve wetland habitat.
• “Mud bogging” by all-terrain vehicles is a threat to this species locally. Be responsible in your
use of such vehicles – don’t trespass, stay on approved trails, and encourage others to do the
same.
• Get involved with a habitat creation or restoration project in your area, or even on your own
property.
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flooded jellyskin 

Species

Amy MacPherson

Common Name: Flooded Jellyskin
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Leptogium rivulare

Status
Ontario ESA: Threatened
Federal SARA: Threatened
Description:
• A leaf-like lichen with bluish-grey lobes, a smooth, unwrinkled surface, with numerous small
brown discs which are the fruiting bodies.
• When it gets wet, the lobes become gelatinous and translucent, resulting in the name “jellyskin”.
• Lichens grow slowly – perhaps only one to two millimeters per year.
• Individuals can grow to about 6 centimeters, but are more often found in clusters that can form
large aggregations on tree bases, and sometimes rocks, up to half a meter wide.
Habitat:
• Mainly found growing on the bark at the base of trees that are periodically flooded, typically
during the spring.
• The trees are species that can withstand substantial flooding such as: Black Ash, Red Maple,
American Elm and more rarely, Balsam Poplar.
• It can also be found growing on rocks that are subject to similar periodic flooding.

!

threatened

What you can do:
• Conserve forest and wetland habitat.
• Contact local naturalist groups such as the Ontario Vernal Pool Association www.
ontariovernalpools.org to find out how you can help improve habitat for Flooded Jellyskin.

chris lewis ©cmn

chris lewis ©cmn

chris lewis ©cmn
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Pale-Bellied Frost Lichen



Species
Common Name: Pale-Bellied Frost Lichen
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Physconia subpallida

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• Was named for its pale lower surface and sometimes bright white crust-like growth on the
upper surface that resembles a dusting of frost.
• It is usually found in wooded areas where its light colour can be eye catching against the darker
surfaces on which it grows (e.g., trees, boulders).
• The undersurface is light in colour in comparison to the undersurfaces of its closest relatives,
which can be much darker, even black.

!

endangered

Kemptville MNR poster

Habitat:
• Grows on the bark of hardwood trees such as; Ironwood, White Ash, Black Walnut, and
American Elm.
• It has also historically been found growing on fence posts and boulders.
• In Ontario, grows on Hop Hornbeam (also known as Ironwood) trunks at a height of 0.5 to 2
meters in shaded mature wooded areas.
What you can do:
• Conserve forests and surrounding natural vegetation on your property.

chris lewis ©cmn
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Bogbean Buckmoth 

Species

credit?

Common Name: Bogbean Buckmoth
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Hemileuca species

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• Medium to large-sized moth with forewings about 26 to 36 millimeters long.
• Body is largely black with a white collar and both white and orange markings on the thorax and
abdomen.
• Each wing is dark with a thick white band and small dark spot either wholly or mostly within the
band.
• The larvae, which are mostly black with reddish-orange branched spines along the back, feed
primarily on the bogbean plant.
• Has a one-year life cycle.
• These moths spend the winter as eggs and emerge as larvae the next spring, becoming adults
in mid- to late September.
• They are active during the day, typically only in warm, sunny weather.
• Adults are capable of flying for several kilometers, but rarely leave the fens where they live
Habitat:
• Is restricted to open, chalky, low shrub fens containing large amounts of bogbean, an emergent
wetland flowering plant.
What you can do:
• Conserve fen habitat. If walking in or near a fen, be careful to not disrupt the habitat.
• Control invasive species such as the European Common Reed, which can out-compete the
native bogbean and is therefore a threat to the Bogbean Buckmoth.
• To learn what you can do to help reduce the threat of invasive species, visit: ontario.ca/
invasivespecies; www.invadingspecies.com; www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca; and, www.
invasivespecies.gc.ca.
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stephanie boisvenue
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christine hanrahan

Common Name: Monarch Butterfly
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Danaus plexippus

Status
Ontario ESA: Special Concern
Federal SARA: Special Concern
Description:
• Orange and black butterfly with small white spots.
• Relatively large species with a wingspan reaching 93-105 millimeters.
• The Monarch’s caterpillar is easily recognized: It has black, white and yellow stripes and can
be found feeding on milkweed plants.
• After their feeding and growth stage, the Monarch caterpillar molts into a striking jadecoloured chrysalis with golden spots.

!
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Habitat:
• Throughout their life cycle, Monarchs use three different types of habitat.
• Only the caterpillars feed on milkweed plants and are confined to meadows and open areas
where milkweed grows.
• Adult butterflies can be found in more diverse habitats where they feed on nectar from a
variety of wildflowers.
• Monarchs spend the winter in Oyamel Fir forests found in central Mexico.
What you can do:
• Allow milkweed to grow and flower.
• Journey North is an online project that tracks the migration of Monarchs. Classrooms can
participate by sharing their sightings at: www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch.
• Pesticides can be harmful to Monarch habitat. To learn how to keep your lawn and garden
healthy and green without using pesticides visit: www.ene.gov.on.ca/environment/en/
category/pesticides/STDPROD_085338.html

christine hanrahan

Kemptville MNR poster
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Rusty Patched Bumblebee 

Species
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Common Name: Rusty Patched Bumblebee
Latin Name/Scientific Name: Bombus afinis

Status
Ontario ESA: Endangered
Federal SARA: Endangered
Description:
• A medium to large bee, ranging from about one to two centimeters long with queens being at
the higher end of this range.
• Like most bumble bees, it is yellow and black, but males and workers have a distinctive rustycoloured patch on the second segment of the abdomen.
Habitat:
• Typically to bumble bees, this species can be found in open habitat such as mixed farmland,
urban settings, savannah, open woods and sand dunes.
• The most recent sightings (all of which were in southwestern Ontario) have been in oak
savannah, which contains both woodland and grassland flora and fauna.

!
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What you can do:
• To provide nectar and pollen for bumble bees, plant a variety of native flowering plants in your
garden. Bees tend to prefer pink, purple, and yellow flowers and need food from early spring to
late fall.
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